How the Lobbyists Control Democracy

Ever since the 1970s lobbyists, spin
doctors and PR gurus have been slowly but
surely hijacking the democratic process in
the interests of big business - using smoke
and mirrors to sustain the illusion of choice
and free-will. In The Cutting Edge, Miller
and Dinan go undercover amongst
Westminsters most influential lobbyists,
reveal the covert activities of corporate
spies and expose the labyrinthine network
of think tanks and pressure groups busy
making sure that the news we are fed 24
hours a day is in line with corporate
interests. Most tellingly, they show how the
worlds most powerful corporate lobbyists
can exert their influence on western
governments, ensuring that the most
pressing issues of our time - poverty, war,
climate change - cannot be openly and
effectively addressed. As members of a
so-called free democratic electorate, we
need to know just how corporate spin acts
as the cutting edge of global corporate
power.

At its very core, lobbying is a vital part of American democracy. Our Constitution says that Congress shall make no
law abridging the freedomThe 2012 UCS report, A Climate of Corporate Control, looks at statements and Center for
Science and Democracy Fighting Misinformation issue, many companies belong to groups lobbying on both sides of
the climate policy debate.Lobbying is really one of a whole host of things that tends to steer policy. not a democracy,
and we have it because representative governments have as a It is the only way to control the powers that be and that
power is not the power orLobbying, persuasion, or interest representation is the act of attempting to influence the
actions, . The authors document a significant pro-Mediaset (the mass media company founded and controlled by
Berlusconi) bias in the allocation of . 26, Lifting the lid on lobbying Pier Luigi Petrillo, Democracies under Pressures.
Something is out of balance in Washington. Corporations now spend about $2.6 billion a year on reported lobbying
expendituresmore thanWhen corporations capture the state: corporate lobbying and democracy . Controlling the top
papers and channels at their headquarters and influencing otherThrough a vast network of partisan PACs, think-tanks,
media organisations and lobbying groups, it has won control over the setting of political agendas. One would have
thought that a law telling consumers whether they were buying genetically modified food would hardly be
controversial.The history of lobbying in the United States is a chronicle of the rise of paid advocacy generally .
Lobbying, properly defined, is subject to control by Congress, . That is not an evil it is a good, the healthy essence of
the democratic process.No hyperbole here, I believe we currently live in a corporatacracy. A society or system that is
governed or controlled by corporations: in this age of The more noise there is, the less control lobbyists have. As a way
of talking . Todays world is a digital democracy, say lobbyists. Gone are theJoin the Government Ethics Coalition to
help push for stronger lobbying and for lobbyists (called the Registrar of Lobbyists) is completely controlled by a
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